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News and Notes

Congratulations to the new Mr. and Mrs. Gerardi!
John and Holly celebrated their marriage this Saturday, May 25th at St. Patrick Church and enjoyed a reception afterwards in the Notre Dame Law School Commons.

Jennifer Mason McAward was promoted to Associate Professor with Tenure. Congratulations, Jen!

CBS News quoted Mary Ellen O’Connell in the article Drones, Guantanamo part of broad Obama counterterrorism speech on May 23. Mary Ellen was cited by the Peshawar High Court in its judgment finding U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan a violation of international law and Pakistani constitutional law.

Concurrent Professor Linda Przybyszewski was featured on CBS Sunday Morning speaking about her class called “A Nation of Slobs.”
Colleen Baker posted the article The Federal Reserve’s Supporting Role Behind Dodd-Frank’s Clearinghouse Reforms to SSRN.

Lloyd Mayer was quoted in the following:

- Washington Post article The IRS controversy isn’t about taxes. It’s about disclosure. on May 21.
- Lloyd also was a guest on NPR’s Morning Edition topic Unclear Laws May Have Contributed to Tax-Exempt Controversy.

On May 21-22, Ed Edmonds was an invited participant in an OCLC-sponsored conference, Game Changers for Special Libraries, in Dublin, Ohio. Twenty-six librarians were in attendance – six from corporations, eleven from law libraries, and nine from medical libraries. The nine other law librarians were from American, George Washington, Georgetown, Houston, LSU, San Bernardino County, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP, in New York, Social Law Library in Boston, Washington & Lee and Whittier. Institutional repositories and e-books were a major part of the conversation. They also toured the OCLC (Online Computer Library Center, Inc.) headquarters.

Laurel Cochrane attended the conference of the Ohio Valley Group of Technical Services Librarians in Richmond, Kentucky May 15-17.

Bruce Huber and Doug Cassell have contributed recent reprints for the Dean’s bookshelf. Doug contributed his Ecology Law Quarterly article and Doug a book review in the American Journal of International Law. The cites are:

- Bruce R. Huber, How Did RGGI Do It? Political Economy and Emissions Auctions, 40 ECOL. L.Q. 59-106 (2013);
Campus News

Concourse will be Retired on June 3. If you have stored content exclusively in Concourse over the past eight years, it will no longer be accessible unless you move it to another location prior to June 3. Online instructions are available. If you are not sure where to put your content, Concourse Moving Specialists are available to assist you.

Question of the Week

E-mail us your answer to this week’s question and we’ll publish responses in an upcoming issue of NDLS Update! This week's question is:

*Do you have any summer vacation(s) planned this year?*

Have a submission for The NDLS Update? Send an email by noon on Thursday for inclusion the following Tuesday, to libnews@nd.edu, or contact NDLS Update editors Susan Good or Beth Given.